Accelerate digital
transformation with
results-driven innovation
DXC Technology and Hewlett
Packard Enterprise strategic
partnership

• A shared legacy with deep
understanding of each
other’s cultures to minimize
risk and help accelerate your
digital journey

Disruption and transformation —
that’s today’s business climate, in a
nutshell. In response, companies are
rethinking the way they’ve been doing
business and accelerating their own
digital transformation — not only to
keep up with new agile entrants in the
market, but to move ahead of those
late to change. And, to move fast, these
companies need the best partners.
That’s why more and more clients are
turning to the combined power of DXC
Technology’s end-to-end services and
Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s world-class
portfolio of servers, storage, networking
and converged infrastructure. Together,
we spur on the digital experience and
make it possible to thrive on change.

• Ability to scale to support
organizations large and small

Client benefits

DXC and HPE at a glance
• Next-generation services for
cloud, mobility, workplace,
applications, security and big
data from DXC, complemented
by HPE innovation and
category leadership in servers,
storage, networking and
converged infrastructure
• Digital transformation made
affordable with flexible
financing options from HPE
Financial Services

About Hewlett Packard
Enterprise
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is
an industry-leading technology
company that enables customers
to go further, faster. With the
industry’s most comprehensive
portfolio, spanning the cloud
to the data center to workplace
applications, our technology and
services help customers around
the world make IT more efficient,
more productive and more secure.
Learn more at www.hpe.com

Partnerships can be powerful, and
nowhere is the bond and synergy
stronger than in a partnership forged
through a shared history. DXC
Technology was created by the merger
of CSC and the Enterprise Services
business of Hewlett Packard Enterprise in
2017, resulting in several unique benefits:

• A deep knowledge of the two
companies’ technology, innovation,
products and services to provide the
right solutions for businesses
• A like-minded vision to help clients
transform their business to thrive
under competitive pressure and
market changes
• Flexible and affordable financing
options through HPE Financial Services
to fully enable digital transformation
• Strong, long-standing relationships
both with shared clients and each
other — built over time from the
executive teams down to the point
of execution, resulting in the ability
to simplify, de-risk and increase
efficiency of IT delivery
If you’re ready to start or accelerate
your digital transformation journey, the
unmatched experience, expertise and
global resources of these two innovative,
proven leaders will help you transform
and propel your business into the future.

Joint offerings/solutions
Together, we accelerate transformation
in areas most critical to a successful
digital enterprise:
Applications, data and analytics
solutions: Next-generation services
from DXC, paired with HPE solutions for
storage, high-performance computing
or converged systems for SAP HANA,
Oracle, Microsoft Analytics or Big Data,
drive deep insights and intelligent action
to optimize performance and lower
total cost of ownership (TCO) of data
infrastructure.
Cloud and hybrid IT: DXC’s industryleading offerings such as Managed
Services for Microsoft Azure & Azure
Stack combine with next-generation
platforms from HPE to securely form
the best mix of traditional IT, private
and public cloud that can scale up and
down to meet changing business needs.
Together, this range of flexible and
affordable infrastructure options, with
solutions from HPE Financial Services,
ensures that IT costs and services are
continually aligned to the demands of
the business.
Mobility and workplace solutions:
Campus and branch networking
implementation or managed services
from DXC align with the smart portfolio
of solutions from HPE Aruba Networks
that spans from access layer to the
data center, enabling a “mobile first”
strategy designed to securely and
reliably accelerate mobility and internet
of things (IoT) initiatives.

Intelligent Edge and internet of
things: DXC and HPE deliver on the
new generation of digital experiences
to transform businesses across
manufacturing, energy and other
industries.
Modern platforms with softwaredefined architectures: DXC
Infrastructure Services align with
HPE hyperconverged solutions and
composable infrastructure to simplify
and optimize IT delivery and operations,
creating value for enterprises of all sizes.

Differentiation
In a world where technology,
applications and data are driving digital
transformation, reshaping markets and
disrupting every industry, success favors
enterprises that can invent, reinvent and
deliver new outcomes ahead of their
competitors. However, with many options
and a broad range of expertise required
to determine the right mix of innovations
in the data center, the cloud and
computing at the edge, it is difficult to
undergo a digital transformation alone.
Partnering with DXC and HPE can bring
it all together to propel your business
further and faster.
HPE brings innovations in technology
infrastructure, with a broad range
of solutions from private, public and
hybrid cloud, and from the data center

to IoT and the Intelligent Edge. DXC
brings IT services leadership to help
you assess, plan, design, implement
and run the solutions that can enable
you to capitalize on new business
opportunities. HPE Financial Services
brings a unique opportunity to finance
the digital journey and take advantage
of innovation, when it makes sense, at an
affordable cost.
With proven experience accelerating
digital transformation for clients in
financial services, public sector, retail,
transportation, manufacturing and other
industries, many leading companies rely
on this partnership to drive more agility
and efficiency into their business. By
offering an array of flexible consumption
options to shift capital and effort from
running to expanding business, DXC
and HPE can help you adapt to new
business models that offer the greatest
opportunity.
With a broad range of solutions,
expertise and innovations in digital
transformation, this powerful partnership
can support you during every part of
your digital journey.

Learn more at
www.dxc.technology

About DXC Technology
DXC Technology (DXC: NYSE) is the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, helping
clients harness the power of innovation to thrive on change. Created by the merger of CSC and the Enterprise
Services business of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, DXC Technology serves nearly 6,000 private and public
sector clients across 70 countries. The company’s technology independence, global talent and extensive
partner network combine to deliver powerful next-generation IT services and solutions. DXC Technology is
recognized among the best corporate citizens globally. For more information, visit www.dxc.technology.
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